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•students Need to Focus on Library•
UNM Lobby Could Sway Legislature for Funds

Rap Session

UNM President Ferrel Heady and Regents' president CalVin Horn
conducted a rap session with students Monday afternoon in the
Union Lounge. The two men discussed the financial situation of the
library, the $12 fee increase, bicycle theft and limiting enrollment.
Heady .said he would held the sessions in the Union twice a month
and Horn said he would continue attending if the students felt he
oould add anything.

City Commission Race-

The establishment of library
improvement as the number one
UNM: student lobby issue may be
the most effective way of getting
funds for the library, UNl\oi
President Ferrel Heady and
Regent Calvin Horn said Monday.
Speaking to nearly. 60 students
at the Union's bi-weekly Rapwith - Ferrel Heady session,
Heady said, "We get the library
money from the state legislature.
If the students say library
improvement is the number one
issue, the legislature will listen."
Horn agreed that student
concern may be the most effective
means of getting legislature
money.
Student Lobby
"The library is now the number
one student government lobby
issue. Students can be very potent
in swaying the legislature," he
said. "Because of a recent study,
we have all the facts about the
library's inadequacies- facts the
students can use to persuade the
legislature."
Heady said the administration
is not afraid to ask for money.
The problem is getting the money
·once asked for.
During the discussion, Heady
rejected recent newspaper
accounts of the $12 fee increase.
' 'The press said the tuition
increase was due to the
oonstruction of a new nursing •
pharmacy building. This is unt!ue.
The student fees go mainly to
non-academic buildings such as
the Union, the student health
service and to athletic events.
These three costs have been going

up for some time; we knew we
would have to increase tuition,"
he said.
No State Funds
Heady noted that the nursing •
pharmacy building cost was not
included in a regent - approved
bond issue because bond issue
would not generate funds for
academic buildings.
In response to student
complaints about bike theft,
Heady suggested that the bike
problem be brought up at the Oct.
22 Regent parking meeting.
"If a bike measure is passed at
the meeting it will go into effect
next semester," Heady said. "We
want both bike racks and a locked
bike compound. The money for
these structures would come from
the parking fee."
When asked about the means
for limiting enrollment at UNM,
Heady said the admission
standards were not raised.
First-Come
"Admission was mostly on a
first- come, first- served basis this
semester, although we did try to
keep our out· of· state student
ratio to 15 per cent."
Heady expressed happiness over
the turnout at the rap session.
''The problem of
communication at the University
is nearly unsurmountable. Last
time I was here I had to flag
students in to talk to me.I will be
here at the Union twice a month
and anyone can talk to me," he
said.
Horn also said be would
continue attending if the students
felt he could add anything,
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Four Independents Outline Goals Parl(s Curfew Ordinance

1

(Editor's Note: This is the
second in a series of articles
dealing with the candidates in the
City Commission race.)
By DON BURGE
It has been longer than most
people can remember since an
independent was last elected to
the Albuquerque City
Comrni~ion, but 19 independent
candidates have entered this year's
race.
Today's article takes a look at
four of those independents
entered in the Oct. 5 election.
George Jelson and Daniel Olivas
are both entered in the race for
four-year terms with Jetson saying
the "lack of dignity and pride in
Albuquerque and how to restore
that pride" is the greatest problem
the new Commission will face.
Olivas states the city's greatest
problem is the crime rate and its
'c direct relationship to
unemployment and drugs."
No Disorder
To achieve his goal Jelson says
if he is elected he .. absolutely
would not tolerate any disorder at
City Commission meetings.
Additionally, I think that before
any one is allowed to address the
Commission meetings he should
represent some group; perhaps we
could screen them beforehand."
Jetson also says the city needs
to place a greater stress on 11 city
planning with some sensible
zoning ordinances. We also need
to a,ttract clean industry, but we
also need to make sure that we
have guaranteed pollution
controls."
With respect to financing he
says the city can afford to provide
all servi<:es needed now if the
proposed $15 million bond issues
pass and if the city "jealously
protects" its revenue
expenditures.
Jelson says he would first have
to "very carefully evaluate" the
performance of City Manager
Richard Wilson before deciding to
replace him. "If he is as bad as
so me of the other candidates
make- him out to be then he
should have been fired long ago."
High Crime Rate
Olivas disagrees with Jelson on
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that point. "The results produced
by Wilson are not the type we
should expect. He should replaced
by someone who feels his job is to
prodm:e results on a service basis
and who feels responsible to and
listens to the citizens."
Albuquerque's major problem
as Olivas sees it is the city's uhigh
crime rate, a fact that directly
relates the city's high rate of
unemployment and to the drug.
problem,
"We need to bring in additional
industry but what we want is
industry that will hire the people
already here. It doesn't do any
good to bring in skilled industries
if the people who are unemployed
now don't have or can't get those
skills. We have to employ these
people so they don't have to turn
to crime."
With respect to crime Olivas
says the city should put a greater
emphasis on ' 4stopping the inflow
of drugs to the area" than is
currently the case.
Olivas also says the city has put
far too much emphasis on the top
"administrative level. There are
35·45 people who are receiving
unrealistically high salaries while
the blue collar workers are largely
being ignored."
Two-Year Terms
Ja'mes Mulholland and
Hamilton Rogers, both of whom
are entered in the two-year race,
both say they would evaluate the
job Wilson has been doing before
they would vote to fire him.
· Mulholland is stressing safety as
his primary campaign theme. By
safety he says he means usafety in
all its aspects. On the streets, in
the home, everywhere, 1 do not
mean law and order but 1 do mean
taw with justice.''
He also says it is essential that
if Albuquerque is allowed to grow
any bigger the city must stress
ccterritorial and population
density limits. in a consolidated
city. There is just no point to
growing outward and letting the
core die while we kill our
environment."
Mulholland also adds the city
could go a long way toward
solving its financial crisis by

altering the garbage pick up
system to one time a week and by
"charging the commercial
interests their fair share instead of
ha\ing private citizens continue to
subsidize businesses to the tune of
$1.5 million a year as we
currently do."
Consolidation
Rogers states his primary plan
of action if he is elected would be
to consolidate the current 23 city
departments into no more than
five. "Money is our major
problem and we could save a lot
of money by consolidating these
depar~ments."

Along with this, Rogers says, "a
good bookkeeping system would
help. Hell, they don't have any
system now and we could
probably save up to 10 per cent of
the city's current budget if we just
knew where the money is going."
Rogers also says the city needs
to attract more clean industry
which would provide jobs for the
city's unemployed. "One indust.ry
we might get is a plant to re-cycle
garbage and at least get garbage
rollection on a pay as you go
basis."
(Wednesday: The Albuquerque
Today and Tomorrow Party and
Independents Joseph Green and
Duane McCauley.)

Receives Final Approval
Albuquerque's controversial parks curfew ordinance
received final surprise approval last night when the City
Commission rapidly approved the third reading.
The Commission had been scheduled to hear and act
only on the second reading with the final reading set for
next week. The ordinance will go into effect five days after
it .is published under the terms of an emergency clause
tacked unto the ordinance.
Under the provisions of the new ordinance all parks will
be closed between the hours of midnight and 6 a.m.
Additionally, the ordinance prohibits any action which
would prohibit damage to trees, shrubbery or grass in .the
parks, particularly sleeping in the parks.
Shortly after the ordinance received final approval
Albuquerque District Judge James Maloney extended his
order closing Yale Park until such time as the ordinance
can be published. Yale Park has been closed since Aug.19
and Maloney had scheduled a hearing for this week to
determine if that order should be lifted or continued
indefinitely.
Violation of the ordinance carries a $300 fine or 90
days in jail or both.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
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'Grad II' Providing Job
GSAC Meeting Placements via Computer
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The State of the Graduate
Student Association address will
be presented by Bert Hansen,
GSA president, during a meeting
of the GSA Council Sept. 28 at
7:30p.m., Union room 129.
ln addition, GSAC will discuss
the new constitution, allocations
to the Albuquerque Consumer
Foundation, and a moot court
and establishment of standing
rules.
A housing resolution will be
considered and appointments to
committees will be made.
President pro-tem of the group
will be elected.
The session is open to all
students, Hansen said. Plans for
the GSA party will be announced.

By PAULA HOLLAND
Until re.cently, college
placement programs have been
associated with endless lines,
paperwork, and waiting.
Grad II plans to change this.
Reese Smith; associate director
of the UNM Placement Center,
explained c' Grad li is a
computerized system matching
employers with qualified
graduates and alumni. 1t is
sponsored by the College
Placement Counsel."
Grad II was begun last year
with 17 schools. ccwe were asked
to participate, and we jumped at
the chance this year,, Smith
stated. "We felt it was another
opportunity to help the UNM
student."

''The program has expanded to
132 schools, and at present there
are 140 participating employers, u
Smith sa!d.
Unfinished
As yet, Grad 11 is not
programmed for education
majors, but for others, it has
advantages. Participation is rree,
voluntary, and it "assists students
to better identify employers and
opportunities matching the
individual's qualifications and
interests," said Smith.
He urged.graduating Seniors to
complete the special forms
available at Placement. The
employer s-ubmits job
descriptions, as well.
A personal report of the
(plectse turn to page 4)

UNM 'Gay' Front Backs Entertainment

Minstrels Enact Guerrilla Theatre on Mall
editorial

What Gayness Is, No Straight
Man Can Define

Cetters ...

Check-Out Grading System
Reformation of the long - despised letter
grading system has long been sought at
UNM. Renewed attacks on its value may
force University- wide re-evaluation of the
system.
The latest disaffection is from English
department teaching assistants frozen into a
grading corridor. Although the limitations
on the grading curve was intended to protect
students, it merely exposes the emptiness of
a grading system that can be altered by an
administrative pronouncement.
Yesterday, a delegation of instructors
hom the educational foundations
department have publicly challenged the
· current grading system and offer a series of

Law Not Justice

Although the jury's decision in
the National Guard bayonetting
alternatives.
case was a disappointment to
Dissatisfaction with the "A"-"F" "W" myself, the other plaintiffs and
"!,"
N-Cr alphabetic pigeonholing' is n~t our attorneys, there is some
the decision was based on
new, however 1 and remedies have been tried. achance
fair evaluation of the evidence
Now in effect for graduate students is .a and applicable laws rather than
system of grades "An:''C" and N-Cr, no limit prejudice.
Had the only issue been that of
on the number of "C"'s and a liberal
the
stabbings, there is little doubt
academic probation rule.
that the plaintiffs should have
Also in effect is a CR-N-Cr option for one been awarded damages,
class per semester for any student.
The legal issues, however,
Continual attempts to upset, or modify· required the plaintiffs to show
the poor training as well as
the letter grading system should convince that
the stabbings were the result of
faculty members and administrators willful or wanton behavior, and
throughout the University to carefully that the beginning was the
examine the educational value of the grading proximate cause of the stabbings.
The evidence seemed to furnish
being done in their department.
all the proof that was necessary. It
is doubtful, however, that many
of the 12 members of a jury of
average Americans could absorb
six days of testimony, then listen
to the fairly complex instructions,
and evaluate the evidence in light
of the instructions. When issues
are complex and the evidence as
extensive as it was in this case, it
may be impossible for a jury to do
much more than guess at what
· decision is correct.
Had members of the National
Guard not suppressed
information, the suit might have
been directed against the
individuals who actually stabbed
people. In that case, the proof
required of the plaintiffs would
have been simpler since the
question of training would not
have been raised.
The trial actually involved 30
separate suits- one by each

cr,

plaintiff against each defendent.
In one of the 30, the suit by Steve
Sullivan against Lieutenant
Polson, training was not an issue
since Polson admitted he did
bayonet Sullivan. That Sullivan's
claim against Polson was turned
down along with all the others
causes more suspicion than any
other part of the trial that the suit
could not have been won under
any circumstances.
It is possible to feel - in more
generous moods - that the case
was decided correctly according
to law. It is not possible to feel
that it was decided correctly
according to any principles of
justice. 'l'he trial did show clearly
that- contrary to what the ''law
and order" interests claim- law
and justice are not the same thing.
Garry Klein

When I was in high school, I
was a very lonely boy. I I never
had any friends at all. I I'd sit and
wait for hours by my princess
telephone, I But no one, no one
ever called.
I was embarrassed and ashamed
to tell anyone I About the gay
feelings that I had, I So I'd
masturbate in bed each night, I
And think about the bodies of the
boys in my gym class.
I listened to the radio with all
the songs they played I Told the
same straight story time and
again. /I tried to find an exit door
with grass and LSD, I But all they
did was magnify my pain.
So I went to see a psychiatrist I
Thinking maybe he could help me
make it through another day. I
But the only thing that wretched
doctor could prescribe I Was that

.,

·.· ..

... . .

masculine agressor was ~he role I
had to play.
But that's all in the past now,
because I've become aware I That
straight men have kept us gays
apart with the pain they've made
us bear. I They've tried to make
us think men can't find love in
their brother's arms I But We're
rejecting their perverted nouns.
We're not going to eat their
rotten garbage anymore, I Or
drink the piss that they pass off as
wine. I We're creating a reality in
which we control our lives, I For
what gayness is no straight map.
can define. ·
We are Faggots, flaming
faggots, I We are queens, we are
drags, we are fiery I-emmes I We
off the pig state by smashing
m.anhood. I We make the
revolution now.

9:00 AM-7:00 PM
Prescriptions filled
Sunglasses
Repair Service
Skilled Frame
Fitting
Master Charge &
BankAmericard

Gay Lib

JUl'y Duty

A group of homosexual
minstrels (left) from the Purple
Star Commune in Dallas
participated in a guerrilla theater
on the Mall last week. The theater
was sponsored by the UNM
chapter of the Gay Liberation
Front. Gay Lib President Mark
Youtzy (below left) expressed his
gratitude to the people who came
out to watch. "We were glad you
could come out," he said, "and
we hope you will come out some
more."

In reference to your article on
the outcome of the District Court
trial of the National Guardsmen, I
can verify from my one hideous
experie~ce serving on a jury that,
as Prof. Fashing claims, juries do
tend to decide on something other
than the issues. When laWYers
become sarcastic and obnoxious
to witnesses, as I gather from the
news reports that the prosecution
attorneys did, it is only human
nature for juries to go to the side
of the harassed no matter bow
badly they may want to be
objective and unbiased. Thus, if
all report.o; are true, the blame for
lack of prosecution should be put
not only on the jury but on the
prosecution attorneys,
Noelle Stearns

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey's Rexall Drug
4312 Lomas NE 255-6329

Differen~
30

uver

Smdwlchea
Mon-Bat
11 a.m.-a a.m.
Sun
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
1600 Central SE
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Bible Course Grows

Attica Inmates Faulted
By RICK POWELSON
Attica- now that the .flood of
hysterical, inappropriate,
irrational and dubious outcries or
protest have passed, let us be
reasonable!
Who is to be saddled with the
responsibility Cor the deaths of
nine innocent civilians?
For one to side with the
inmates, thereby accusing the
police, the National Guard and
the Attica officials, is to fill the
already dead bodies with more
lead and is one who is a threat to
every innocent person still alive.
Criminals
Have the news media, the
radical left, a large part of
Americans forgot exactly why the
inmates are in Attica in the first
place? Is it not true that most or
them are there for ha vin(!
<!ommitted a crime, for having
killed, robbed, raped, etc.
innocent victims or damaged and
destroyed public and/or private
property? Is there any doubt as to
why the "militant" inmates were
harnessed with justice?
The inmates have not right to a
New York penthouse cell block;
they have no right to complain
about the so•called "deplorable''
prison conditions. They forfeited
most of their rights when they
chose to commit crimes. They
brought the Attica conditions
(whatever they ate) upon
themselves.
Scapegoat
But clearly, the "deplorable"
Attica conditions were merely the
scapegoats for a militant· political
insurrection,

Who then is responsible for the
Attica insurrection and the deaths
that occurred? It is, without
doubt, the inmates; they initiated
the physical force that caused
justice to retaliate.
It is true that the gunfire from
the weapons of justice killed the
innocents, but it is the inmates
who caused the triggers to be
pulled. It was as if the inmates
themselves pulled the triggers.
It is unfortunate, indeed, that
innocents were killed. But the
blames must not be placed on
those who retaliated against the
insurrection. What would you
have had. the Attica officials do?
Give amnesty to dangerous
criminals, so that they might roam
the streets to kill again? Might not
you be the next victim? And if so,
would you not have deserved it?
Yes, you would.
Historical Precedent
When Japan initiated physical
force in Pearl Harbor, we
responded in Hiroshima with·"the
bomb." In so doing, a great rnany
innocent children were kUled. But
it was not the United States that
caused the bomb to be dropped; it
was Japan. Japan was the blame
for all the deaths that occurred as
a consequence of their initiation
of physical force.
It may very well be true that
the Attica officials went about
their unchosen task the wrong
way. It seems to me that the
insurrection could have been
brought under control in a better
way. But then I cannot say that
for a fact - I do not have the
necessary facts in order to make

such an authoritative statement.
But the fact that the inmates
initiated the physical force and
thereby killing innocents (as well
as their own) and destroying
property, as a consequence,
remains unchanged.
'Irrevocably Guilty'
As for the inmates who were
killed, they deserved what they
asked for- providing they chose
to take part in the insurrection. If
they had no part in the
insurrection, they too were
victims of those inmates who are
irrevocably guilty.
The tide in America has seemed
to reverse, wherein the innocents
are accused and made to pay and
the guilty are defended and
rewarded. I ask you, how long can
America withstand this reverse in
tide before she collapses into the
sea of chaos and mob-rule? If this
happens, it wlll be because the
so·called "silent majority" chose
to remain silent while the "noisy
ones'' took every opportunity to
force their anti-human, anti-mind,
anti·life proclamations upon our
lives.
"There is no giant behind the
devastation of the world - only a
shrivelled creature with the
wizened face of a child who is out
to blow up the kitchen because he
cannot steal his cookies and eat
them, too. 1Take a look at (him)
now, when you face your last
choice- and if you choose to
perish, do so with full knowledge
of how cheaply, how small an
enemy has claimed your life.' " John Galt, a character in Ayn
Rand's "Atlas Shrugged."

By DAVID E. ANDERSON
WASHINGTON (UPI)- As
everyone knows, the Supreme
Court has ruled that teaching
about religion is forbidden in the
public schools, right?
Wrong.
While the furor over restoring
prayer to the public schools
continues and the whole area of
government aid to parochial
schools that the Supreme Court
has never ruled that objective
teaching about religion should be
banned from the schools.
Justice William J. Brennan, in
his opinion in the key 1963 case
which ruled school - sponsored
prayer was unconstitutional,
observed that "the holding of the
court , • . plainly does not
foreclose teaching about the holy
scriptures or about the differences
between religious sects in classes
in literature or history."
"About"
The key word, of course, is
"about."
As the Supreme Court has
interpreted the Constitution,
teaching of religion is prohibited
but teaching about religion is
permitted.
Unfortunately, according to
Ella Harllee, most teachers and
school systems are unprepared to
handle religion or religious themes
in their secular courses.
Harllee is president of
Educational Communications
Association, ECA, a. non·profit,
non·secretarian, organization
headquartered in Washington
which is concerned with the
relationship between education
and mass communication.
According to Harllee there is a
great deal of misunderstanding
about the Court decision,
especially about what can and can
not be done.

ALSO CHEAP
USED TV's
2225 LEAD S.E.

Increasing Interest
"Student, parents, and
educators are demonstrating an
increasing interest" in the subject
of religion, she said. "But who
will teach the teachers?"
As at least a partial answer,
ECA has devleoped a two part
course especially for high school
teachers that emphasizes the role
of the Bible in literature.
She added that "recent surveys
indicate that students in the
nation's schools are being taught
about religion in various ways."

265-5997

This Summer
Visit Scientists at Work
In Bay Area Labs

Literary Document
ECA's course is divided into
two parts, the first stressing an
understanding of the Bible itself
as a literary document, while the
second stresses the influence of
the Bible on literature, focusing
on such authors as Shakespeare
and Milton. All of the half·hour
programs are conducted by
acaden-.ie authorities.
ECA said its surveys indicate
the number of schools where
religion will be taught withiu a
secular context will double in the
.next five years•. Crucial to that,
however, is finding teachers
prepared for the task.
And ECA, while supporting the
Supreme Court's decision, also is
working to fill a nE'ed the court
itself noted in these words: "It
might well be said that one's
education is not complete without
a study of comparative religion or
the history of religion and its
relationship to the advancement
or civilization."
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This summer, from June 21 to July 30, the University of
Santa Clara is offering an eight unit course on Research
Trends in Physics and Chemistry. Students will visit and
talk with outstanding scientists in some eighteen research
laboratories and observatories in the San Francisco Bay
Area.
Any college student or college bound studant who has
had one year of high school physics or chemistry is eligible
to attend.
ASUNM Popule~r Enlerle~inment (ommllfn
Presenh
in tone.rt

The course will be taught by Dr. William A. Barker of +he
Physics Department and Dr. Michael A. Sweeney of the
Chemistry Department.

BLACK SABBATH

For informa+ion write: Research Trendi, Division of .Con·
tinuing Education, University of Santa Clara, Sanh1 Clara,
California 95053. Phone (408) 984-4518.

plus special Guest Star

SWEAiHOG
available at
Arena bol( office
only

Students:
$4:00 adva nee
$5.00 at the door
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In wrestling with the problem,
Harllee said, "We also found that,
unfortunately, even when it is
known what can be done, most
teachers are not prepared to
creatively make use of the world's
religious heritage,"
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8 pm
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Prison Officials Threaten Locl(-in

Spare
Change

N.Y.lnstitutions Want to Prevent 'Another Attica'
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)- State 7 action "if there is any Deputy Attorney General who is
prison guards met with foot-dragging by the state."
investigating the riot for
conectipns officials at nearly two
He said the decision would be Rockefeller.
dozen institutions Monday to made by delegates to a state
Capt. Henry F. Williams was in
threaten a statewide "lock in" of convention here Wendesday charge of the state police assault
inmates unless security is through Friday, following another on the prison two weeks ago, He
incre11sed to prevent another meeting with Governor W!IS named chief investigator for
Attica-type dot.
Rockefeller's staff.
Deputy Attorney General Rober
Council 82 of the American
Meanwhile, the riot which F. Fischer, who is in charge of the
Federation of State, County and claimed 4 2 lives had these criminal probe,
Municipal Workers called the developments Monday;
"The appointment of Capt.
sessions to present a list of
-Burial of two former inmates Williams at this time could
demands, including rehiring of W!IS delayed in New York City as underminl! the public's confidence
107 guards fired for economy a black community activist in the ongoing investigation,"
reasons and establishment of a demanded the FBI supply the Greenberg said, .
special prison for "hard core" names of the inmates' next of kin.
"If Mr. Fischer is to examine all
convicts.
A third slain convict, Thomas aspects of the Attica. tragedy, his
The council, whose Hicks, was finally buried after examh1ation must include the
representatives met with Governor originally being design a ted in the assault on the prison which was
Rockefeller's staff in Albany wrong casket,
conducted under the personal
Friday, had no immediate report
-Vice President Spiro Agnew command of Captain Williams
on Monday's sessions, A claimed the Attica rebellion had who now has been appointed as
spokesman for Corrections become ''another cause celebre in Mr. Fischer's 'right arm,' "
Commissioner Russell G. Oswald the pantheon of radical
''I recommend that this
said the department revolutionary propaganda."
appointment be reconsidered until
wouldprobably make no
the Attica! investigation is
statement until "all these reports
Promotion
completed," he said.
are analyzed."
-The Stat~ Legislature's
The guards announced the
'Very Heartened'
Democratic fiscal expert, Sen. "lockin" last week, threatening to
A spokesman for the council Samuel L. Greenberg, keep the convicts in their cells
said he was "very heartened" by D-Brooklyn, blasted t·he around the state unless officials
preliminary reports on the promotion of a state police provided better training and more
sessions, but W!lrned the Union commander at Attica to a top equipment to help them deal with
might move up its threatened Oct, investigatory post for the state's inmates.

Administration Em.barrassment

Families Demand POW Release

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
son of the U.S. commander in the
Pacific, whose brother is a
prisoner of war, warned
government officials Monday that
the families of POWs may try to
embarrass the Administration
unless they get more information
about efforts to win the men's
release.
Joe McCain, son of Adm. John
S, McCain and brother of LL.
Cmdr. John S. McCain Jr., drew
applause when he made the
statement during a government
briefing for the National League
of Families of American Prisoners
and Missing in Southeast Asia.
The briefing by the State and
Defense Departments came before
the organization voted on whether
to revise its bylaws so that it
could go beyond its goal of
other political issues. But he also
cited Hanoi's denials of such
settlements and said this had "left
ln shreds the propaganda

campaign that has led many of
you to believe that setting a
withdrawal date in 1971 will bring
your loved ones home."
humane treatment for POWs and,
in effect, join the movement
advocating a deadline for U.S.
withdrawal from Vietnam as a
means of frceinl! the American
servicemen held by the
Communists.
Answers Soon
McCain, from San Diego, told
spokesmen from the Defense and
State Departments that unless the
families of the prisoners and
missing men are given some
answers sooq. about what is being
done to secure their release,
"these people (~amilies) may go to
measures that may even embarrass
the Administration until we can
find out."
His remark was applauded by
about 400 wives, parents and
relatives of the 1600 Americans
either held pl'isoner or missing in

Indochina.
"I hope it will also embarrass
the N.orth Vietnamese- they
have got the prisoners," said State
Department Spokesman Frank
Sieverts. His reply was also
applauded.
McCain did not elaborate on his
warning, but told reporters later
he was opposed to withdrawing
U.S. troops before the POWs were
released. His brother's A4 Navy
jet was shot down early in 1967
and has been identified as 11
prisoner in North Vietnam.
Don't Believe
"] do not believe that if we got
out (of Vietnam) tomorrow, we
would ever hear from these men
again," McCain said.
"You can't trust the North
Vietnamese," he said, nor assume
that anyone in the United States
would make the POWs' interests
paramount.
"You have no friends," he told
the families,

ATTENTION
ALL GRADUATE AND LAW STUDENTS
GSA PRESENTS
A PARTY
Friday, Oct. 1

7:30 P.M.
11005 Central N.E.

Lobo Review

Art.&M<d;.

by Charles Andrews

Lobo photos by Dnvc

Brnnd~

Instructors and students in the
Educational Foundations 290
class at noon Monday to protest
the letter • grade system at UNM.
Instructor Jim Gambone and his
• class are researching the system
and its problems.

Grievances

Letter-Grade System Rapped
At Instructor, Student Protest
Instructors and students from
the Education Foundations 290
class aired their protest on the
symbol grading system at UNM on
the Mall, Monday at noon.
Instructors Jim Gambone, John
Ruth, Amy Atkins, Shuey Kunz
and approximately 30 students
presented their "manifesto" to
listeners and declared "We
strongly believe that any attempt
to correlate a 'symbol' with a
learned experience is not only
meaningless, but criminal. The
only question that remains is:
What will you do about it?"
Gambone said he· and his class
had been researching the grading

system and its problems, and
several possibilities for resolving
the problems were introduced,
such as se!C·grading, class·
determined criteria, instructor •
grading, no grade, and blanket - A.
Gambone's class was critical of
the symbol grading system saying
"It perpetuates a myth •of
objectivity that has never truly
been established. It is solely
convenient for institutions, but a
facade for the stimulation of false
incentives and the encouragement
to the student of working for the
grade rather than the emphasis on
enjoying his learning experience."

Computer lob Placements
(Continued from page 1)
matching between employer
offerings and student
qualifications will be distributed
by Placement to each student who
has signed up for the program.
The report will provide the
student with names of
participating employers having
interviews on campus.
Foundation
The interviewer knows who
you are before you come in,
therefore he can ask you more of
your qualifications.
"This is a new step in recruiting
students," said Smith, "but we
have no magic wands. All we do is
introduce the student and
employer, and they take it from
there."
Placement issues a newsletter to
all registrants (including alull1l1i)
which informs students of
interviews and openings,'' he said.
After a student has registered,
Placement "offers the employer a
thumbnail sketch. If they arc
interested further- a confidential
file is available from these
records," Smith stated.
The next step is the interview.
Various employers conduct
interviews for two weeks. "If a
student is not interested in the
companies for that period - he
need not sign," Smith explained.
Not Foolproof He continued, "Last year was a
hassle. Long lines were a natural
sight," he said. "This system is
not foolproof, but we are try.ing
new ways." The Center placed

29.1 per cent of the industrial job
applicants last year.
"Our job is difficult in that it is
after the fact. People get jobs but
don't keep us informed. Follow
up is a must. We are improving,
but we need to get to know
them," he stated.
"Personal contact and written
communication ate most
important," he surmised.
·
Smith is optimistic about the
programs but as far as the
employment is concerned "it is a
dismal picture at this stage, When
the economy is good, placement is
good."
"Three years ago the student
was in the driver's seat. They
pi eked and chose their
employers." He continued,
"Business is more selective now."
Slim Pickings
"If a student receives one offer
instead of 10, he is lucky. We are
down 21 per cent in number of
interviews scheduled this year. It
has been about a 50 per cent
drop-off in the last two years," he
stated.
The philosophy of the
Placement Center is changing, said
Smith. "We are the final step in
the educational process. The
student should be the most
important person in the
Placement Center."
"We'd like to predict a
trend •.• by looking at history.
We are starting early career
counselling," he stated.

It wasn't laziness that held up
the appe11ranc!l of my column Jo
those first four weeks of the
Lobo's publication. Not entirely
anyway, H wasn't a total lack of
interesting things to comment
upon- I did let a couple of
goodies get by me. And the
mix-up that knocked it out last
week accounts for only one
aborted attempt. Let's just say
that li!te the State Fair I am
possessed of Bad Karma, but
hopefully my burnt offering this
morning to Hermes, the
typewriter god, will correct the
situation.
So here it is, and here it will be
on the Arts & Media page (page 5)
every Tuesday, with occasional
appearances on other days if I
come up with something timely.
And to stay with the consistency
kick (real journalists tell me it's
important to be consistent), aU
reviews and arts and media of the
we.ek. So if this sort of thing
interests you, now you know
where to look for it. Or now you
other jerks know what to avoid,
Don't be surprised if a lot of
my "spare change" has something
to do with rock music and all its
roots and branches, because I'm
one of those creatures bred on,
immersed in, and delightfully
hooked on the stuff. But I
understand there are more than a
few others of my kind floating
around this campus, so I feel it's
justified.

* '* *

Original plans called for a daily
or weekly city-wide schedule of
arts and media events, but that
would have taken up one person's

complete attention and time, to
do it propQdy. Besides, you can
now get that information
elsewhere: dialing 277-5243 will
get you a recorded message telling
of all events scheduled on campus
for the next day (courtesy of the
Student Activities Office), and on
the back page of the local Hard
Times newspaper you'll find
"What's On/' a comprehensive
day • by - day listing for that week
of events mainly of interest to
young people and mainly in the
arts and media area.

* * *

Good movies seem to invariably
come to Albuquerque in bunches,
making it impossible for me to
review them all and for anyone to
fl.nd the time and money to"take
them all in.
Such a situation was more the
case last week, but quite a few are
still around.
Several new great films are
making their second and third
runs: "Joe" at Don Pancho's
(ends Thursday), "Five Easy
Pieces" at the Sunshine, "Summer
Of '42" at the Silver Dollar, "Le
Mans" at the Wyoming. Two
first-run winners both have their
last showings tonight: "Klute" at
the Fox Winrock and "The
Hellstrom Chronicle" at the
.Hiland. But probably the best one
now in town is older than most of
the students at UNM- "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame,"
playing tonight and two more
nights at The Guild .. Charles
Laughton is fantastic in this, even
more so than he usually was;
don't miss it.

Beer 1Sc

Drinks 30c

"SOMEDAY WE'LL LOOK
BACK"- Merle Haggard (Capitol
I ST 835).
Though you might not have
heard about it, "Somed?.!' W.-'11
Look Back" presents us with
proof that Merle Haggard's
ideological development did not
stop at "Okie From Muskogee"

and "Fighting Side of Me". I
suspect the reason nothing much
has been made of Merle's new
ideas, either by those who
applauded "Okie" or by those
who shivered when they heard it,
is that the figure of a right - wing
country- western singer is one
everybody understands. But
people or any persuasion get

uneasy when myth figures don't
behave or think according to the
script. So they ignore what
doesn't seem to fit.
New View
r.~~~! . .": new view of ''hippies,
is expressed in the song "Big Time
Annie's Square", in which a man
find his old Oklahoma girlfriend
eating "sugar cubes" in L.A. Docs
he shoot her freak friends and
take her back to Tulsa? Nope
friends, love conquers prejudice:
"I was glad to be accepted as Big
Time Annie's Square I .•• I'll
alw:.ys find excusro for anything
my Annie wants to do I We don't
agree on nothing I But I'll be
damned if we don't make a pair I
My friends call her 'hippie' I Her
friends call me Big Time Annie's
Square."
Though I applaud Merle's
open-minded attitude, it is also, I
think, important to understand
that it is, in a sense, irrelevant.
Personal Politics
An artist's personal politics do
not necesarily have anything to do
with his or bet work, and they
certainly don't affect the merit of
that wot:_k • • • • they might not
even affect the politics of that
work. For instance, Merle Haggard
might despise the welfare system
and its clients, yet his song on this
album "Tulare Dust," about Okie
refugees in Calirornia, describes
brilliantly the circumstances that
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"THE FLYING BURRITO
BROTHERS"- The Flying
Burrito Brothers (A&M I
SP·4295).
The Flying Burrito Brothers is a
group that always seemed on the
verge of being good, Lord knows,
they had all the components of a
True Super Group, but somehow
they managed to come off as
nothing more than another slick
L.A. hokey imitation country
group along the lines of Poco.
Their first two albums were
paradigms of boredom, with the
exception of the very fine job
they did with the Stones' "Wild
Horses." But now, h!lving gotten
rid of Gram Parsons, they've come
out with a record that fulfills all
their promise, entitled simply
"The Flying Burrito Brothers."
Soft acoustic music always
teeters on the edge between
overwhelming feeling I get from pleasing and pablum anyw:~y, co
the album, though, is boredom. it's nice to hear an acoustic group
The audience (what you can hear that's well over the edge, They
of them, anyway) sounds bored, lead off with Merle Haggard's
the band sure as hell sounds classic "White Line Fever," the
bored, and all of this raging, first hard country song this
boredom can't help but convey group's ever attempted to bite off,
itself to the listener.
and they breeze through it
In defense of the album, admirably, "Colorado," the cut
though, I must add that a lot of
my friends find it very mellow
and laid - back, those seeming to
be the two adjectives that
everybody is using to mean good.
(Last year it was "dynamite.")
And it docs make good
background music, for those of
you who use music as a
background •••

(@uttt1rrli

New Album Departs from 'Okie From Muskogee'

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

Music by Jud'as

"THE HOWLJN' WOLF
LONDON SESSIONS"- Howlin'
Wolf (Chess I CH:·6000S ).
The only thing wrong with
supersessions is they're boring.
You get a bunch of superstars
together in a studio and they try
and out-shout each other. lt may
have been fun for them, but on
vinyl, only the boredom comes
through.
That's why I was so surprised
to bear the newest in the
supercrop, "The Howlin' Wolf
London Sessions." In a word, it's
good. No - better than that. It's
real good. In fact, it may be even
better than that but it's too early
to tell - I've only bali it for a
little while,
The supers involved (besides
Wolf, natch) include Eric Clapton,
Stevie Winwood, Bill Wyman,
Charlie Watts, Ringo Starr, Mick
Jagger, John Simon, Ian Stewart
and Phil Upchurch, and what
really makes the session super is
that they're there will only one
purpose in mind - to provide the
best possible backup for the Wolf.
They succeed admirably.
All of Wolf's biggest songs are
here - "I Ain't Superstitious,"
"Sittin' On Top Of The World,"
"Built For Comfort," "Red
Rooster," "Wang Dang Doodle,"
and more, and they haven't
sounded this good since the
original Chess recordings. The
difference here is a crucial one,
though - these versions are far
more suitable for your FM
"underground" stations' airplay,
and that, like it or not, is where
the bucks are at these days.
Fortunately for Wolf, the album
looks like a hit. Even the cover art
is superlative. Don't miss this one.
Edward

Haggard Emerges More 'Liberal'

· New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 75

• • •

"FlRST PULL UP, THEN
PULL DOWN"- Hot Tuna (RCA
I LSP4550).
Maybe I'm getting,old, but Hot
Tuna really doesn't seem like such
bot tuna after alL (The name, by
the way, was chose.n to avoid
hassling with RCA over the first
choice name- Hot Shit,) Their
latest album, "First Pull Up, Then
Pull Down," is yet another dreary
set of jams on well-known folkie
chestnuts. The main differences
b~Jtween this album and their last
is that this one is performed on
electric instruments, and they've
added tbe formidable talents of
Papa John Creach, electric
violinist extraordinaire. The

We.terbeds a tlp ... oH lrt your town? Str8lqht8trOW Wt~terbeds oi:lte ~uarenteed In wrlUng. rot five

year< and are ntade of 20 mll Union Carbide vinyl with alectronfe seels. All ord•r. ore
shipped tho same day they are received. Twfno Jus! $14,95, queens •nd kings Just $16.95,
A foam ~~d t.s a defJnlte necessity to lnsul8tf! , lind a !'1l!l£ety liner will protect th/J floors ..
It you buy both with • klng•slze bed (6 l/2x71/2) the total klt Is only $26.95, Twin kit corn•
plete Juot 522,9&, Send orders to Sttalqhtorrow Wotcrbeds 4600 N ,W. Cornell Rd, Portl•nd

btegoil 91210 •. You pey postman fur pas tag~ (modest fee) ot ask (or )'otlr otdet .c.o.d.

t~cts: over 400,000 waterbed:::.in uoe. They're safe on ti!ny floor, l!vf'!n up!ltlllrs ;.partmentt:

Md older houses, They take ebout on heur to flll ualng on ordinary garden hoce,

make people need welfare (of
course, to a certain kind of person
it would describe bow some
people made it without welfare.)
And if "Big Time Annie's
Square" was not on the record,
"Someday We'll Look Back"
would still be a great album.
Merle's voice is as vibrant as ever,
and his songs are still m:nong the
best in modern music.
Rebellion vs. Authority
Merle's writing has always
combined rebellion against
authority with resignation in love.
Be neath the rebellion and
resignation one finds desperation.
Inability to get along- with
institutions and lovers- has
always been a great theme of
country music. Haggard continues
this tradition. At the same time he
breaks the tradition of a country
musician's work having meaning
for only a particular audience.
Haggard's poetic and musical skill
contribute to country music's
heritage and transcend it- to
speak to all of us about our
desperation.
Peter Katel

3.84 case

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

MEDITATION
as taught by
MAHARISill
MAHESH
YOGI

Transcendental
Meditation
is a natural
spontaneouS/
tecbrtique which
allows each
irtdividual to
expand his
conscious mind
and improve
all aspects
of life.

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled hamburger
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Junl slphort the water out acrtHn. Str8lghtatrow Wt..tei'beds ere in UGe in hundteds of hnmer.
end~ tht?te has never been a reported lel!lk or defective bi"!:d y~t. Gtve 1t a try I

Package Liquor

following, succeeds at creating the
mood that such as John Denver,
Gordon Lightfoot and all those
fail so miserably at- fond
nostalgia. Dylan's "To Ramona"
hasn't been in such competent
hands since he recoreded it. And
so on down the line. Like I said,
the Burritos have finally arrived
where they were going. Every
tune on the album is superb.
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Cougars Next

lill

ISU Galle Now On the Record
By ROGER RUVOLO
Rudy Feldman, head coach of
th~ UNM . Football ta,.m, saL
qu1etly yesterday at a news
conference, reading ovel,' the
Lo?~s' two-game football
statistics, He turnl)d to Eddie
Groth, UNM Sports Information
Director, and said, "th£: best thing
about this is the 'record to date'."
2-6.0
Groth looked at the statistics
sheet and found a typographical
error that said the Lobos have
"Won 2, Lost 0, Tied 0." The
laughter that ensued was perhaps
a little forced, as it was obvious
Feldman WI\$ not happy with his
team's 44·20 defeat at the hands
of .~owa State last Saturday night.
Iowa State was a better
football team than we were last
SattU"day," Feldman said, "They
ran the ball well and they threw
well in critical situations, They
played a game of good defense
and good fi£:ld positions," he
added.
But Feldman expressed some
optimism when discussing the
Lobo ~ffense. ''We didn't get but
one fJtst down the entire first
quarter," ·he said. "But we gained
about 350 yards, most of that
corning in three quarters."
Gamble
Feldman said the Lobos gave
the Cyclones good field position
in the first quarter and fell
be.hind. OCi'ensively, the Lobos
gamed but 57 yards in that i~rst
quarter, and the defensive squad

had their backs to the w:dl
fighting not only bad field
position, but a stiff wind and
Cyclone field goal kicker Reggie
Shoemaker.
Feldman said the Lobos were
very much in the game at
halftime, being behinq by only
two points, 16·14, "We took a
ca~culat~d gamble by taking the
wmd 1n the third quartel;'"
Feldman said. "We wanted to ~e
the w!nd to score and we failed."
He sa1d that instead of scoring in
the third quarter and ''hanging
on" in the fourth, the Lobos gave
up two touchdowns and dldn't get
any points, .
·
There were numerous factors
that determined the outcome .of
the game, said Feldman, and not
the third quarter alone, "We had
four turnovers in the second
half," added Feldman, He was
referring to two fumble losses and.
two pass interceptions,, one of a
deep Lobo penetration. These
turnovers were the first of the
young Lobo season.
Changes
Snm~ :"ienificant personnel
ch.anges will. mark Lobo practices
th1s week, mcluding sophomore
Monty Moore finding himself at
the starting slot at right end
defen~ively. Moore moves ahead
of M1ke Buck, who sustained a
knee injury in the Iowa State
gam~ Saturday, Buck may not
requ1re surgery for the injury atld
Feldman sailt he may be ba~k in
actiotl in about two weeks.

. ~ehind Moore is Harry Price, a
who played for UNM two
years ago, Price moved to
~efensive f)Ud from the left
linebacker slot, now owned by
sophomores Steve Bradshaw and
pan. Fitzgerald. Bradshaw
1~her1ted the starting role at left
hnebacker, after junior Paul
Sitkowski underwent knee suf~iery
last week. Sitkowski is out for the
~ason, and .Feldman added that
his loss was significant in the lowa
State game, primarily because he
was the only experienqed player
nt that position,
Ofllen!Uvely, Ken Smith mov.ed
ahead of sophomore Paul
Labarrere at the split end
position, Tight end Pat Curran got
the Conquistador award fot his
);lerformance in the Iowa State
game, only the second time he has
played a game at tight end.
Curr~n, to date, :has four
tecepttons for 61 yards. Smith has
one catch for 11.
BYU
Feldman's forces meet Brigham
Young University this Friday in a
game. slated to kick off at 7:$0
p.m. tn Provo, The game originally
scheduled for Saturday was
moved up to Friday night to' make
way for a Mormon religious
ceremony on Saturday.
The Lobos defeated BYU last
year 51-8 in a late· season game
Feldman said the Cougars wer~
plagued with injuries during that
game, and had lost 14 of their
startets during the last season,

Ser~ice Life Improvements Can Bring Increase·

I

''.

.

WASIDNGTON (uPl)- The reenllstments by an average of 10 e:){tension Qf th.e draft, which
ronl.llined a $2.4 billion pay (aise,
Pentagon's top manpower official . per cent over present level:;.
testified Monday that the armed
"About one out of every four will get military r.alarie~>
forces will need to recruit one out qualified young men of military I'E)asonably i11 line with civilian
of .every four qualified young men age will be needed for active or pay.
for either active or reserve duty reserve duty. Most will be needed
He said the services are working
each yea.r after the draft ends in for one enlistment only, but
to
improve military life, and that
about
25
per
cent
·of
those
who
mid-1973.
.
the
armed forces are u,pgrading
Roger T. Kelley, assistant enter wm be needed for additionill
·
their
recruiting efforts,
terms
of
service,"
Kelley
said.
se~retary of defense for
manpower and reaerve affaris, said
Kelley said this would bring
:But he said there is still a need
this would mean about 490,000 ·-250,000 new recruits into the to improve the quality of
new enlistees every eyar. Most Army and 100,000 into the Air personnel in the armed forces,
Force. These requirements, he because "it is increasingly clear
would be about 19 years old.
"For defense overall, it will said, would remain faidy stable tbat the mission and tasks of the
mean dol.lbling the number of true from year to year but might armed forces are too important to
volunteers who are now fluctuate by 10 per cent.
be pel.'formed by people who are
Respect
enlisting," Kelley said· in a
incompetent, la~y and di!!loyal."
Kelley said that to achieve
statement prepared fo11' amclosed
''Those people, even though
session of the Hous.e these levels of recruiting, military
f;lubcommittee on Military pay ''must bear a reasonable they comprise a very small per
relationship to civilian pay," good cent of the total, take a
Recruiting and Retention.
housing and high quality s~:hools disproportionment amount of.
Double Volunteers
"The Army,_.:w:bich is the only m~st be available at prices time to supervise and they cause
user of the draft, will have to m1htary p<Hipie~ean---a-fford,---ma:e --than~their--share of th~
military life must be satisfying trouble that has erupted in recent
and challenging, and "military years," Kelley $aid. "The sooner
n::::r
requirements without the draft. people and the uniform they wear we identify them and weed them
must be tteated with respect."
out, the better for the armed
He said that Congress' two·year forces and national security.

USSR Warned by Rabb1. ~r: t~~~u~~~~~s t~~ u!
Venaeance Killino- Possible ~;~:::~e:i~:·~~:~~~ve!~
. ·
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JERUSALEM (DPI)- Rabbi
Meir D. Kilbane, leader of the
Jewish Defens? Lea%ue (JDL),
warned the SoVJet Umon Monday
that two of its diplomats would
be killed fot every Jew who died
or was harmed in a Soviet pdson.
Kahane, who auived in Israel in
early September, told a news
conference the JDL would not be
involved in the assassinations but
the "Jewish militants" would
carry out the killings.
He refused to say who the
militants wert: or to what
o~g;mization:; they belonged.
Kahane sai.d Sylvia Y.
Zalmonson, tried with 10 others
in Leningrad and sentenced to 10
years in a prison camp Dec. 28 for
her part in a hijack attempt, was
seriously ill in prison.
H e r u n c 1e , A v r a h a m
Zalrnanson, said he received word
from the Soviet UniQn that she
was suffering from tuberculosis
and. th!lt h~r health was.
deteriQratmg rap1dly.
"If anything befalls Sylvia

Lobo Fred Henry, is pulled
down by an Iowa State Cyclone in
last Saturday's fracas at University
Stadium, Henry and his
teammates will try to forget that
game and are now preparing for
BYU Cougars jn Provo, Utab.

Tackled

~halo by BtlaQ

The UNM cross-country team
scored f(lwer points in their meet
last weekend against Adams State
CoUege to win 23·32.
Lobo runner Dave Roberta
UNM'a All·American candidate i~
cross - country this season placed
first by running the 7.6 mile
course in. 40 minutes 5 seconds.
He was foUowed by second place
Lobo l31air JQhnson, a freshman,
w~o covered the course in 40
rrunutes 15 seconds,
Adanus State took third place in
the Lobo opener, placing ahead of
Joe Hernandez.
UNM's next CC meet is
Saturday Oct. 2 at the UNM
South Golf course.

Oavlel

..

Fern Swimming

A woman's swim team will
meet every Tuesday and Thuraday
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Johnson
Gym swimming pool announced
team coach, Charlotte Piper. Any
Wc,>tna.n is invited to join the team
sud P1pet,
'

GENEVA (UPI)- The United
Nations N~rcotics Commission,
under pressure from Washington
for stronger international action,
Monday began three weeks or
closed·doot talks on ways to fight
a growing world traffic in illicit
drugs.
A commission report said
altbQugh arrests and narcotics
seizures are rising, smugglers
devise increasingly ingenious ways
to evade frontier controls.
Recent methods have included
the concealing of drl.lgs in church
candles, bongo drums. surfboards
and, in one case, in a portable
electronic organ, the report said,
John E. Ingersoll, chief of the
U.S. Bureau of Narcotics, will call
for amendments to the 1961
Inter natio11al Narcotics
Convention to improve concerted
government action against the
traffickers.
Stop Production
Ingersoll said prior to the
meeting the Commission should
be empowered to order specific
countries to stop production or
poppies wherever there is a danger
or opium being diverted to illicit
channels.
Ingersoll told a news
conference it has been possible to
keep drugs within legal channels
once they are placed there but

Foreign Study
... UNM graduate students Myrna
valdez and Kay F. Reinartz are
currently abroad with support
from F~lbright and Scandinavian •
American Foundations
:respectiviely.
•
• Valdez. is conducting research
~~ Bra2al on the gaucho in
literature, and Reinartz is
studying the status o£ women in
Swedish :society.

intends to pound on the world's conscience until sentient
men and women everywhere are made aware of the
un~ecessary cruelty and destructi()n being inflicted upon
ammals. Your contribution will be used to plead for those
~reatures who cannot speak for themselves but who dumbly
tmpltlre your pity.

Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professional
Hair

for Men

Universal Travel

I

Service

Expert .......... ,n!.
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other

YOU CAN HELP
1

Sissy Put Ons

Second-by <::a using this advertisement to be inserted in
yt.ouFr .loedaf newspaper. (A mat will be seht upon. your request

Fot Men or Women

o rtetJ s of Animals. See coupon.)
T~ird -by sen~ing a tax-deductible contribution to
f't1ends of An1mafs, Inc., a non•profit organization that

by Appointment only
. 255-0166

5504 Central Aves E
(1 Btk. East o£ San Mateo)

Par;e6

Nl1W MEXICO LOBO~

Air Lines-Steamship

Tours & Groups
I
ji

Membet~American

Society

of Travel Agents

2906 Central SE

Kahane, who was given a
five year suspended sentence in
New York prior to his trip to
Israel, said he had given a
committment to U.S. authorities
not to get involved in violence. He
and dozens of others JDL
members had been arre~;ted several
dtimes in New Yo>'k for :;tagin;;
emonstrations in front of the
Soviet mili:sion in there and
harassing diplomats and their
families.
He said the JDL had 75 active
members in Israel and said the
JDL planned a demonsttation in
front of the U.S. embassy in Tel
Aviv next month protesting what
he said was Washington's failure
to curb anti-Jewish activities in
the Soviet Union.

255-8665

little success bas been achieved in
preventing cultivation and
production which was illegal from
the beginning.
••we've appealed tor help for
the last three years," he said.
"The programs have to get off the
ground this year, not next year or
the year after."
U.N. spokesmen said by far the
greatest production of illicit
narcotics 1s in . the Far East,
mainly Laos, Thailand and Burma.
tegal Opium
They said there has been no
problem with Iran, which resumed
legal opium production last year.
Special attention is to be paid
at . the conference to Turkey,
which is to stop aU opium
production next year in a move
which also requires increased
surveillance.
In its. report on illicit traffic in
narcotics, the commission said
bongo drums were used to ship
cannabis (mt~rijuarta) from Kenya
to Canada.

WhoseBabysitter?

FRS

spends 0 n
.

.

Play.boy B"'•. ngo
(J

'
included $55 in parking fine and
towing violations - a $5 parking
ticket for the Federal Reserve
Bank of MinneapoJis, and a $50
towing charge and parking fine for
the New York Federal .Reserve
Ba k
n ·
-------Contrary to an opinion held in
last year's Lobo, qasey Church is
a filler.

WASHINGTON (DPI)- Rep. further detail.
Wright Patman,. the chairman of
Economically
the House banking c::ommittee,
Throughout the question and
charged Monday that the F.ederal answer period, Burns said that the
Reserve System spent $588,200 in Federal Res<;!rve System operates
treasury money on Playboy Clubs, "economically," and turns back
baby-sitters, parking fines, bingo funds to the treasury that ate not
prizes and other "questionable" used for payment of its
activities,
operations.
The Texas Democrat told
Patman put into the hearing
Reserve Board Chairman Arthur record a list of expenditures he
F. nurn:;2.t :1. i:ommittel'l hearing cnllcd questionable. They
that the FED should be audited
independently as any other f;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
gover11ment body.
~
Burns maintained that tht!
Central Bank's internal audit 'Is
one of the most exacting in the
corporate or government world."
But he promised to investigate
Patman's charges.
"As for the Playboy Club, I
didn't know there was that much
1 1 famous internat;onal dishes
imagination on the part of my
colleagues," Burns replied to
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
laughter.
Patman reported that his staff
Ftench, German, and others ..•)
examined Federal Reserve
lunch 11:30•2:30 dinner 5:3o·g:go
spending for 1969 including
$9 32,600 for expenditures
lumped under "all other"
413 Romero St. N .W. 2 blocks N .W.
categories.
of Old Town PJaza
242·4986
Questionable
"About $588,200 were
expended by the Federal lte&erve
banks for purposes which were
either questionable or not
considered allowable under
government regulations,'' Patman
said.
The 78•year-old congressional
veteran said that in 1969 more
than $78,000 was paid by the
Federal Reserve System to
so-called Federal Reserve clubs. A
board spokesman later said these
clubs 'vera "recreation clubs,"
made up of reserve system
employees who pay dues
annually.
Patman asked Burns if the
Federal Reserve System ever paid
money for federal reserve clubs
"to have parties in Playboy Clul' u
complete with appropriate au; 2.11
bunnies?"
Later, a committee staff
assistant said that. "information
had come to the committee" that
money was spent on Playboy
Clubs - but he would not go into

~OU

SAVEl•

SERVE

Because
You Serve Yourself
Highest Quality Gasoline

SPRING SEMESTER-ISRAEL
For Humanities Students
Brandeis University /The Jacob Hiatt Institute
St.ud.Y centered in Jerusalem/February-June, H·72
L11mted to 30 students
Juniors, Seniors, and Grad students eligible.
Fourcourses(History, Literature, Archaeology, Bible
Earn 16 credits
Knowledge of Hebrew or Arabic' preferred
Cost: $2000 /Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel
Application deadline November 1st.

THE HIATT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

MIDGE & ISlEtA

2504 BROADWAY 5.1:.

300 WYOMING S.E.

EDITH &CANDElARIA
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Zalmanson, two Russian
diplQmats will be executed"
Kahane said. "If! ret\!rn for eve:y
Jew harmed in Russia two Soviet
citizens around tho ~orld - an
eye for an eye a tQoth for a
tooth."
'

Dope Smugglers Continue·
To Outsmart Authorities

,._

First-:-b~ refusing to garb yourself in the agony of another

:~

·r.. . .-.·.

·.

Instead of watching the bird,
these people apparently gave
Lobo photog~:apher the bird when
be spotted them sitting on the
· north balcony of the Union. We
·~~+--_..llll'Lknow- how legal it is, but it
looks like fun,-~·~

The Bird

CAN YOU BE INDIFFERENT?

by refusrng ta buy the skins o1 wildlife.

.

Photo by Chuck Fell

Harriers Win Meet

The baby seal in the photo was one of 50,000 killed In the
Gulf of St. lawrence, one of over half a million seals
cNiubbe~, speared, sh~t, gaffed during the 1910 Canadianorwegtan slaughter rn the Atlantic.
D~n't believe furriers who would persuade you that
Fnends of Anunals has been "misleading" you that any
slaughter anywhere is done for the benefit of the seals.
I, AHce Herrington, testify th~t on March 21, 1970-the
second day of the Canadian season on seals-! saw the
same.brutal m<'lssa~re against which Friends of Animals
of whtch I am president, has been protesting for years. '
A.s the bubble-domed helicopter flew low over the first day's
ktll! I sa"'! mother s~als nuzzling the skinless corpses of
~herr bab1es. Standmg ten feet away from the killers on the
1ce floes, h_venty ~iles ~ut in the Gulf, 1saw baby seals,
clubbed tw1ce, ra1se thlm heads as they were sliced op<>n
ot~er babies were battered as many as fourteen times~ •
while the mothers watched in terror and stress.
If You Are One Who Cann()t Be Indifferent to the Suffering
of Other Creatures

.n
'

I-

JUI')IOJ:

; Military Volunteers Must Double

/1
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CAMPUS BRIEFS
Boycott Meeting

Tijerina

The ASUNM speakers
committee will present Reies
Lopez Tijerina, former chairman
of the Alianza de Merced, at 8
p.m. Sept. 28 in Popejoy Hall.
Tickets are $1.50 for adults and
$1 for school children. UNM
students will be admitted free
with an ID.

Amistad

Albuquerque Boycott Meeting
will be held Sept. 29 at 7:30p.m.
in the Chicano Studies Cent~r,
1815 Roma N.E.
A recent poll has shown that
almost 100 per cent of the lettuce
in Albuquerque is non-union. The
public is invited to attend.

Tow Away

Guitar Music

The new fall sch~dule of
Amistad off~rs 31 courses to be
held ev~nings and on Saturday,
Offerings include crafts,
philosophical topics, :music,
writing, political topics, labor
movem~nts, and two languages,
Arabic and Bengali, Specific titles
range from "Monster Catching
Techniques" and ''Futuristics" to
"Adobe Construction" and
"Grocery Store Delights."
For further information call
Alenka Chadwick and Louis
SAnch~z at 277-5826 or
277·5720.

Student, faculty; staff or visitor
"An Evening of Guitar" will be vehicles will be towed away if
presented Sept. 29 at 8:15 p.m. in they have no stickers beginning
the Union Ballroom. Classical, next week, said Campus Police
flamenco, mariachi, folk, jazz, and Captain Ralph Holst. Stickers may
rock music will be playeq. · be picked up at the Campus Police
Admission is $1 for the public, 50 Station.
cents for students. Guitar Club
' 'Business Interviews
members will be admitted free.
Republicans
The Placement Center, 1910
Meditation Lectures
The College Republican's Roma N.E., announces John
The Students International meeti!l_g will be~l!e1d_.Sent..__28+- _Mitchell _of _Southern Methodist
--------Meditattoi1-soclety IS sporisorh1g a ---1971 at 7:30p.m. in rooms 231 D University School of Business
free film and lecture at 3 ,l).m. and E of the Union. State Senator Administration, Dallas, Texas will
Sept. 29 and a lecture at 8 p.m. m Jack Eastham, Senate Minority conduct interviews at their office
room 231-E in the Union.
Leader, will be the speal<er.
on Oct. 6 from 8~30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Mitchell wants to speak to
students interested in attending
their graduate school.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or mo.re consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimu.'JI number of
words to 10.

WHERE: J'ourualism Building. Room
206, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.lll. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

"PIGEONS PLOT IN SECRECY AND
HAMSTERS TURN ON FREQUENTLY" at Fred's Pet Shon. 470ii Lomas.
10 percent off for students. 9/28
AGORA is a UNM Crisis center. Staffed
by Student Volunteers who can help in
Personal crises and have access to information about services available to
people in the Albuquerque area. Anyone
is welcome 24 hrs. a dny. NW corner
Met~a VIsta, 277-8018.
BLANK DATE BOOK? Meet that interesting someona throul!'h Al'~IH'Igcmentll
Unlimited, 107 Girard SE or call 2668379. 9/29

2)

LOST & FOUND

FORSALE

LEATHER BELLBOTTOMS AND JACKETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 9/30
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & RECORDS, Brothcro Mll'li,.., 1f.l1l Central
NW. 242-3746. 9/28
SHIRTS I Flornls, Solids, striPes, Prints,
Knits. All in your size. Lobo Men's Shop.
2120 Central SE. 243-6964,
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These mad!inl':'< havl! neve!.' been U!led :md are
equipped w/zig..zag, make buttonholCll,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Freight Sa!Cll. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. ThClle units havo AM-FM stereo
receivers W/8 track player. Also come
complete w/acparate deluxe Garrard
changer & four speaker system. $109.96
cash or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till IJ. ttn.

3)

7)

TUTORING

FRENCH AND PORTUCall 247-2844. 10/4
AUDUBON ECOLOGY FILMs-On wildlife (outdoors i.e.) at POPEJOY startIng Thumdey October '1, 7:16 PM. ($3
Student ticket good for all 5 shows.)
Phone 277-3121 while the tickets last.
F~I""'N~E::-,-O....
L-D-::FA_s_H_iONEn-~-Po·RTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever:~~42-76~~· 9/,_2-:2
MUSIC INSTRUCTION: Will teach aax•
ooenhplNNE
ophone, reuonable mtes contact Terry
242-4306. 9/30
TffiED OF no:::JN:::-:::G:-Y=o=u=R-:O:::WN==-m=<m:
ING 7 Call 260-1054. Reasonable mtes.
9/28
GUES~ ~gunges.

=--:--:---

4)

FORRENT

TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen privcleges. Eveninp
266-0596. 9/28

5)

FORSALE

EKSBLENT FOR HIPPIE KOMUNE. 7
buildlnz unimproved) with facility for
healthfood production, oh 3 acres Pri•
vacr. 20 minutes from Albuquerque on
mam road. $50,000. Lc..'Cl Gar. P.O. Box
•
111, Bernalillo. 9/28
ZOOM LENS, SUN, fits Nikon For Pentax, f.4.8, 8G to 210 min. At Japanese
cost, $GO, 242-6656. 10/4
10 mi. soot Route GO on Ro:::-u:-tc-1:::0:-.-:::2-ac_r_es-,
3 bedroom.'!, lal.'&'e living room with fireplace! well and good view. 282-6418. 10/4
MOVING-furniture, ~ beds, appliances,
tables, mise. 1315 (}lnire Ct. NW. 10/4
BABY DUTCH .RADDIT: $4 (with food)
Box trained. Call 277-5365. 10/4
ENGLISH, SPRINGER SPANIEL PUP.
Male, black and white. Regisrered AKC,
A ffeetionate. Call 265·6422 evenings.
10/4
'G7 CHEVROLET: Law student must sell
Impala SS convertible, 327 V-8 1 automatic transmission, radial tires, excellent
~n~ltlon. $1260. 298-4034. 9/27
MUSTANG '68, 4 speed, positrac, koni
shO<'ks, mags, mlchlcns, stabilizer bars.
Will out handle_ Z.28. 242-6461. 9/30
64 WESTCOASTER MAIL TRUCK: re•
palnted1 inrerlor rc-donc-CHEAP-266~ ru~~:3o. ll/30
1!102 FORD F'-n7'1r-:-ln~n-e,-:G~oo~d:-::M::-ech-:-a-n"7lc-:al
Condition, $121i. 201i-1474. !1/28
nA.IIDii's: Th~ ~;ke -tova~:-bl:--c~a--=rr:=ec~t";"to-n-ate~··
pets and nre easy to care for, Call 2060987 or come evenngs by 412 Columbia
SE. _ ~/30 ~ _
~
.
30USEDPOR=T~A=D~LE~TV~'S~.~$:::37
0.~$6~0-.~44~1
~

Wyoming NE. _261i·6!187, 12/20
1!162 1-'0RD FAIRLANE, Good Meehanlml Condition, ~125._ 266-1474. !1/27
NEED BREAD-1071 CDSiiO Hondn-3
months old-$70!l--t!ash. 1960 VW Bur,r
-Super Clean-$325.00 cash. Rick 247·
9217.
BEADS, BEADS, BEADS I Hundred ()(
different kinds and rolors of bends.
Bends tor mnernme nt.The Bend Shaman.
401B Snn Felipe N\V. Old Town, 11·7
dally, !I_!~_
_
USED SUEDE AN:::D~L:::Fj::"-::A-::Tl::::l::.::E::::-R-J'"'"A:--C::-:-K:--·
ETS. $2,l'i0 to 16.00 eneh while they
last. At The IJcnd Shaman. 401D San
Felipe -:N'~· Old Town 11-7 dally. !l/27
lOGS IIARLEY•DAVIDSON SPRINT SS.
Rebullt engine. Just tuned.~ Excelll!nt
cllildlttott. $290. 2GG·11G6. 9/28
LONG SLEEVE KNIT sin;::.R:;;T:..:S-:i:-n-s-o::-lids';nnd patterns. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 0/30

Tickets are available for the
first in the series of The Audubon
Wildlife Films, "The Vanishing
Sea," to be presented Oct. 7,
1971 at 7:30 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall.
The film, a photographic study
of natural life in the area of Great
Salt Lake, Utah, will be narrat~d
by the photographer, Robert W.
Davidson.
William F. Stamm of Lhe New
Mexico Mountain Club announced
the series sponsored by the Rio
Grande Chapter of the Sierra
Club, New Mexico Mountain
Club, New Mexico Ornithological
Society, the UNM ·biology
department, the Izaak Walton

League and the Central New
Mexico Chapter of the Audubon
Society.
Other films in the series will be
"British Columbia- Mountains to
the Sea", Nov. 4, 1971; "Filming
in No-Man's Land", Nov. 28~
1971; "Mule Deer Country", Feb.
22, 1972; and ((Treasure of East
Africa", March 16,1972.
Season tickets for the series are
now on sale through the Popejoy
R'lll ticket office at $5 for adults·
or $3 for students. Mail orders
should be addressed to Audubon
Wildlife Film Series, Inc., P.O.
Box 3457,Albuqurque,87110,or
to the Popejoy Box Office.

RED CROW
FINEST FOOD
5101 Zuni S.E.

GSA Party

FOUND: BLACK PUPPY DOG with
leash ncroes from UNM. Contact Decca
307 Cornell, Apt, 4. 9/80
FOUND: Silver and turquoise ring, on
Friday Sept. 17. If you think its yours
call Jill. Ph. 242-8966. 9/29

SERVICES

Audubon Wildlife Film
Series To Be Presented

GSA will sponsor a party for all
grad and law students at 7:30
p.m., Oct. 1 at 1005 Central N.E.
Beer will be sold ·for 15 cents,
drinks for 30 cents.

10% off on food

Nuclear Power

with I.D.

purchases for
UNM students

A six-speaker discussion of the
use of nuclear energy for domestic
power will be presented by the
UNM Student Chapt~r of the
American Nuclear Society at 8
p.m. Oct. 1 in the Union
Ballroom.
Featuring three speakers for
and three opposed, the discussion
is free and open to all in~erested
persons. The experts in the
nuclear power field will also
answer questions from the
audience.

SAN MATEO NE
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

MISCELLANEOUS

BELLY DANCE. Series of 8 classes. TuClldays beginning Oct. 6, Near Campus.
Elizabeth, 266·4891,
HARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
c:tch. New Arl'ivuls from England. Also,
Navajo rugs, many interesting imports.
Freed Company, 416 Central Ave. NW.
GffiL5-LET US BUY YOUR CONTEMPORARY FASHION CLOTHES that
just hang In your closet. FUNBRELLA,
1003 San Mateo SE. 266·4920,

Waterbeds $1 I.95 Kingsize

to qualified, low income, married
students! Ask for Don at

265-8841 or 255-60-40

Ed Norris & Associates Inc.
1504 San Pedro N.E.

Plus free Water Pillow

p.m.

10% Student Discount with ID

Young Republicans; Union, room
231-D-E; 7:30·9:30 p.m.

FUN
FHA235
HOMES AVAILABLE

5 year unconditional guarantee

September 28, 1971
Student Standards; Union, room
230: 6-9 p.m.
GSA; Union. room 129; 7:3o-9:30

I

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER

435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

Hoffmantown Shopping Center
296-0311

Central at University

FUN

FUN

I

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ p~r word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$-·---

PlACED BY-----~-----
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